Developing

Inclusive

Communities

Our Strategy

Executive Summary

In our twenty-year history People
Matters has built up a strong
reputation for supporting and
giving a voice to people with
learning disabilities and other
hidden disabilities who experience
disadvantage. Much has been
achieved, but we still have much to
do.
Context –

what’s on our

horizon?

People Matters operates in a fast
changing world. Demand for our
work is likely to increase. Many
of our members face increasingly
complex issues. More people are
struggling with stress and mental
health issues. The new national social
care plan, the increased significance
of diversity and inclusion, the longterm effect of the pandemic will all
have an impact on our future at a
time of major downward pressure
on local authority budgets.

Our vision is to:
Develop inclusive communities
and create opportunities for our
members to be more independent
and enjoy life in the same ways as
anybody else.
We are led by our values:
Putting our members first
Collaborating and working with
building a community of staff,
members and volunteers
Integrity and commitment
Being solution focussed
Taking stock – analysing

our

position:

People Matters is in good shape and
has lots to build on. Independent
surveys of our members and also
of the partners we work with
consistently show a strong support
for our work, that our approach
works and a sense that our values
are real and are put into practice.

Our strategic direction:
People Matters has built up an approach that is different and distinctive with
Leeds being our home and our focus. All of our work is about building a
community in which people are treated as individuals, where we care for
each other, and everyone can progress and develop. We reject an approach
that sees people as ‘users’ to whom a standard package of care is delivered
to. We work with people rather than delivering services to them. We strive
to be a good employer with staff and volunteers having a strong emotional
contract with the organisation and its members. We will work to ensure that
People Matters does not become a soulless service provider. Our approach
of building a community is not an easy option. It involves working with our
members throughout, being flexible and responsive and helping each individual
to develop and grow. We will focus on three connected services:
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Everyone’s route towards
independence is different
and personalised. Achieving
improved outcomes drives
how we work and what
we do. Key within this is
our Matrix accredited
information, advice and
guidance support so
‘pathways to progress’
match members needs and
aspirations.
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Goal:
People Matters will
continue to strengthen
its leading role across
Leeds in supporting both
current and new
member’s independence
through building a
community of support

People Matters will
respond to changing
needs by enhancing its
services, collaborating
with others to create
better opportunities for
its members

People Matters will
use its expertise and
relationship with its
members to be an
informed advocate on
policy, commissioning
and future service
design

People Matters will
be a strong, flexible and
accountable organisation,
demonstrating best
management practice
throughout

Tel: 0113 2346896
Email: info@peoplemattersleeds.co.uk
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter: @peoplematterslds

Living up to our values
Not diluting our approach
Ensuring that our services deliver
outcomes
Supporting diversity and
inclusion throughout, building our culture
and achievements
Getting better and more
accessible premises

Working with relevant partners to create
better services, choice and progression
Being creative - supporting innovation and
enterprise, including through the use of
technology
Supporting better mental health outcomes
Enhancing progression routes so that
members can move between services
within People Matters and also onto other
services
Working with relevant partners to create
better services, choice and progression
Having equality and inclusion as a central
theme
Being a leading influential organisation with
a strong profile
Supporting members in being able to
feedback their experience and influence
change
Ensuring members have a voice, both
individually and together
Building a strong and broader income
model
Forming collaborative relationships with
funders and commissioners
Building strong governance and member
engagement throughout
Creating a workplace that supports and
develops staff and volunteers
Working so that People Matters has a
reputation as a great place to work for
staff support, development and
progression

